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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is to present to the layman 

a general survey of the surface formations to be found on the 

lunar crust, and to discuss the theories that have been advanced 

pertaining to the origin of some of these features. Some of 

the work in this paper was done duringOctober, 1941, with the 

aid of a one-inch telescope. 



SPOTS ON THE MOON 

One of the most interesting and engrossing spectacles 

lwhich man witnesses everyday 1s that heavenly body known as the 

moon. Scientists have studied the moon since man first divorced 

the natural phenomena from superstition and blind ritual. 

Physicists and mathematicians ha ve long since investigated the 

laws of dynamics that govern its motion, and as a result, h~ve 

produced formulae and equations which describe its position and 

the exact forces it exerts or are exerte« upon it at any g iven 

time. Celestial cartographers ha ve turned their attention to 

the moon dnd ha ve mapped every square mile of the 59% of its 

surfa ce area that can be seen from the e a rth and is available 

for investigation. Our new telescopes have literally brought 

the moon into our own back-yards. However, in spite of its close 

proximity and our ability to perceive cle arly the vdrious sur

face formations, men of science, after more than two thousand 

years of probing and specula ting, are still unable to agree on 

a theory that will fully account for the orig in of some of them. 

Tm ' lunar surface fe ..1 tures my be classified generally 

as mountains, seas or maria, and craters. (See "lRap on next page) 

The mountains tha t are found on the moon are quite compara ble to 

those on our earth. There are a bout ten r anges, some of which 

are 400 miles long and attain altitudes of nearly 30,000 feet. 

The seas are vast plains, which give rise to the dark pa tches 

seen on the moon by the naked eye, a nd ena ble t he imagination to 

fabricate the many various popula r beliers and fantasies concer-
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ning the moon. the mountains and maria no doubt orginated in a 

simila~ manner to the corresponding features on the e arth, i.e., 

through shr i nkage of the crust and weathering . 

The most noticeable lineaments on the lunar surface 

area, when viewed through a telescope, are the craters. Over 

35,000 of t ,hese formations have been recorded. The craters range 

in size from several which are 150 miles in diameter (an area 

greater than tha t of the s tate of Maryla nd) down to the smallest 

dot visible in our largest telescope, a bout one-tenth of a mile 

across. There are many s peculative theories as to the origin of 

the se indentations on the lunar topogr aphy. The ma in hypotheses 

which try to expl d in their presence a re those which involve vol

canic action and the meteorlogical bombardment of the moon's 

surface . It is almost impossible to define their orig in by draw

ing tinalog ies between the craters thtl t are seen on the moon and 

those th·: t a r e found on the e ::i rth because of thG vas t differences 

that exist between the two bodies . 

Even if we take into sccount the smaller grdvitational 

pall of the moon, and a lso the f act that it has no atmosphere to 

offer protective resista nce to foreign bodies, we still cannot 

reconcile the orig in of the lunar cr~ ters to simila r structures 

on the earth. If we say tha t these lineaments were ca used by 

the striking of mete ors, as some scientists cmntend, we can re~ 

fute that by showing tha t because of the proximity of the earth 

it too would ha ve undergone t he same shower . Yet the l a r gest 

cra ter to be found on too .earth is the Coon Butte Cr ater in ari

zona, which measures a mere three-quarters of a mile in diameter . 
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The enormous size of some of the crater a nd the f a ct th" t there 

is very little evidence of l ava flow tends to cast doubt on the 

volcanic eruption theory. 

Perhaps, if new forces a r found to be a cting on the 

moon, or if the other side of the moon is ever ever seen, or 

if new discoveries a re made d S t o the a ctua l compostt±.on of the 

lunar surface, someday a timeless mystery of our ne a rest heaven

ly neighbor will be solved. 
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